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Cooler and Cloudy’

Show-JOhs Open
, Applications for business manager and production director for
the III168 Ite%elries are now being
taken In Room SSD!. Applications may also be secured In
Room SD112.
Deadline fur filing applications
Is April 12.

Althea. the eallander says
It’s orilelelly spring, thn motherman says not to rely too basefly upon the dart today. Look*,
Into his crystal halt 9.esonsi’
up with the prediction ist eke*
skies, slightly isieler WIMMIIM"
tures, ranging from 611-141, and
northwesterly winds.
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Announce Creation
Of Recreation Dept.

Two Depts. Offer
Upper Degrees
The SJS Horne Economics Department and the Occupational
Therapy Deportment hare.,been granted authority to grant M.A.
degrees in home economics and M.S. degrees in occupational therapy
by the State Board of Education.
Programs leading to Outs* degrees will be available to students
at the beginning of the 1957-58 academic year.
Dr. Margaret C. Jones, head of the Horne Economics Department, said yesterday, .:’The niajor
objectives of this program are to
provide professional training at
the .graduate level for persona
who wish to teach home economics."
Other objects of the M.A. in
this field include training for persons who with to administer )me making programs in school systems, and preparation for persons
interested in other types of professional educational work In home
economics in business, service
.
*NM% centers and laboratories.
The new MS. degree In occupational therapy is designed for
persons who wish to teach, admin.
later, and supervise occupational
therapy in schools and hospitals.
Miss Guinevere Wright, assistant professor of occupational
therapy, said, "This new program
is important to occupational therapists.
"The only schools that occupational therapists can teach in are
colleges. These colleges often prefer that their professors have masters degrees," she continued.
SJS now has an undergraduate
program in occupational therapy,
the only such program in California state colleges which is approv_
ed by the American Medical Assn.

Council Blasts
Awards Group
For Blunders

Alum Meeting
May Influence
Fate of Sports

A meeting tonight at 8 o’clock
of a special alumni committee with
President John T. Wahlquist may
well tell the tale of the future of
San Jose State’s athletic program.
The St. Claire Hotel Is Use-meeting place of the Alinnni Association Board of Directors, the SparTen Board of Directors, and interested townspeople with the
president. At that time President
Wahlquist is expected to accept
or reject the 15 page "Analysis of
the San Jose State College Athletic Departsemstp Which was presented to Makhaalanuary.
The report represents a fourmonth study by the various alumni
groups on the present and future
of the athletic program at San
Jose State.
The groups hope that a better
definition of athletic policy at SJS
will be the outcome of the meeting.

SPARTAN SPIRIT--dlin

*beets from
t. iirnutt, right, meepat.
sublented In
Leigh Weimer’’, publiety chairman. for whining
reads "Joln
campus blood drive slogan contest. Curnutes
the Spirit of Sparta, Give Stood" and will be ense he he college
elate by Cohun
blood drive which begins Monday.

Grads Must Apply
Post-graduate atudeets are reminded that applications for
credentials to be issued at the
end of this -semester must be
filed before the end of March.
Further information is available
in the Credentials Office, Room
120,

La Torre Sales
End Successfully SAC Plans, Ball
LOA _Pqle.rConsiders Bands

The University of Southern California and New York University

PTcleq4...AA..,Okl,
schools in the country offering
La Tatra, SJS yearbook, yestermaster’s degrees in this field.
day, wound up its major spring
Miss Mary D. Booth, associate sales campaign, termed "very sucprofessor of occupational therapy ceseful" by Marlene Burget, asis head of the Occupational Ther- sociate editor.
Further LaTorre sales will be
apy Department on campus.
made in the Student Affairs OfThe Home Economics Depart- fice. "All student’’, seniors especiment has had a graduate program ally, are advised to get their orat SJS since September, 1946. ders in before the supply runs
This program is designed for stu- out," said Miss Burget.
dents studying toward general
Price of the 444 -page book is
still $6, with students who are
secondary teaching credentials.
unable to pay the full price now
In 1949, SJS was authorized to
being allowed to make a $4 down
grant M.A. degrees in ’education. payment, with the balance to be
Authority to grant M.S. degrees paid before the publication date
was approved in 1955.
in June.

Social Affairs Committee will
meet today at 3:30 p.m. in Room
24 of the Main Building. Plans
for the Centennial Ball are being
made, according to Donna Dean,
publicity chairman.
The Ball will be held in the
San Jot* Civic Auditorium. The
bands of Frank De Vol. Charlie
Barnett, Ray Hackett and Orrin
Tucker are under consideration.
Plans for the "surprise" party
held every semester by SC -erebeing made by a committee headed
by Karen Brooks and Got-die (Isabela.

UNITED PRESS ROUNDUP

Talks Will Restore Strong Ties
Say Eisenhower, Macmillan
President EisenBERMUDA
hower and Prime Minister Harold
MacMillan said yesterday they
were sure their top-level talks
here will restore the strong ties of
Anglo-American friendship.
Mr. Eisenhower arrived ashore
by small boat from the missile
cruiser Canberra, after being
forced to change craft in the middle of the harbor on his way in to
the Hamilton waterfront.

TOMEI VOTE BILL

faltVillfAL
SACRAMENTO - A freshman
assemblyman said yesterday he
would attempt to revive in the
assembly a constitutional amendment lowering the voting age from
21 to 18.
The measure was refused passage 51-23 Tuesday after Assemblyman Charles Conrad (R -Sherman Oaks) argued that if 18 year
olds were to be permitted to vote
they should be given all other responsibilities of adulthood.

RED BOASTS OF AF POWER
The Soviet Union
LONDON
warned yesterday its Air: Force
could strike atomic blows any
place in the world. But the Russians admitted a probable enemy
could drop atomic bombs on them,
too.
The warning and admission were
contained in a speech by Marshall
Georgi Zhukov, Soviet defense
minister. in a speech made Saturday to linviet airmen In Mos-

NO. 95

Council Seeks
Shuttle Buses
A shuttle service to carry persons parking ag dile Spartan Stadium to and from the main campus was Proposed last Thursday
by the Faculty Council, according
to Dr. Bert Morris, chairman. The
resolution was sent on to the Campus ,Parking Committee for consideration.
, The council Ale subciittek..tq
thi deinstilitee a Isr;innall rabbit
for special reserved parking places
for faculty members either to be
abolished or "pro-rated" through
each department. Such parking
places usually are assigned to faculty members who have off -campus duties during the school day.

A complete shakedown of the
Awards program was urged yesterday by ASH President R a y
Freeman after Jim Cumuli, acting chairman’ of the Awards Committee, came before ’the Student
Council to request almost $1500 in
additional funds to cover the cost
of awards for this year.
The awards committee already
has spent $43113 out of a Student t’ouncil allotment of Wats,
and student leaders and spring
athletic awards hasp not yet
been accounted for.
"The committee missed the boat
100 per cent on the job they were
supposed to do." Freeman said. He
indicated that the Council had exa
pected the committee to cut down
othe awards anti distribute those
available evenly throughout the
year.
Unless the Council grants more
money, students expecting awards
in the spring will be out of luck,
Freeman said. A special meeting
of the ASg Executive Council will
consider Curnutt’s request Monday
at 2:30 p.m.
Curnutt, who took ovir t he
supervision of the committee after
Dave Goodman resigned, called
the awards program, "the big give
away" and blamed the problem of
Insufficient funds on the lack of

Correction
Thomas R. Reid, (hereto, of
civic &Mars for the Ford Motor
Co., will not speak this Thursday in the Centennial lecture
series; as the DAILY seported
yesterday. Reitrs speech on "The
Economic Outiook for 1957" will
he presented Thuilday. March
28 at 8 pm. In the Concert Hall
of the Music Building.

Queen Crowning
Is Saturday Nite

The Blossom Time Queen of
cow. Moscow radio and newspa- for taking care of race horses
jointly owned by him and the 1957 will be crowned Saturday
pers disclosed it late yesterday.
night in the Spartan Room of Hobroker.
COLONIALISM IN ALASKA?
tel St. Claire from 12 selected San
Former Gov. MAY SEEK SENATE SEAT
WASHINGTON
Jose State College coeds.
SAN FRANCISCO -- San FranErnest laruening of Alaska
The winner of the third annual
charged yesterday, that Alaska cisco Mayor George Christopher Theta Xi Blossom Time Queen
"has been the victim of eelonial- said yesterday that he was "giving
contest will receive a $100 scholarism during its 90 years under the considerable thought" to running ship and a perpetual trophy which
seat
to
be
vaSenate
for
the
U.S.
flag."
American
will go to her sorority.
"Uncle Sam has practiced and cated by Sen./William Knowland
Entries le the contest:
in
1958.
continues to practice colonialism
Vivienne Andres, Kappa Kappa
_
there," he said.
Gamma; Karen Parkinson, Kappa
GruenIng, one of Alaskrea two CAL HAS BIRTHDAY
BERKELEY -- The University Delta: Sylvia Staub, Sigma Kap"senators -elect" told a House Interior Subcommittee Hearing he of California celebrated its 89th pa; Dorothy Davis, Alpha Omirealized his statement would be birthday yesterday with ceremon- cron Pi; Jean Zorenach. Chi Ome"controversial" and "irritating to ies marking Charter Dey in the ga; Carol Hopkins, Gamma Pal.
Beta; Pat Camp, Alpha Chi Omecertain members of the commit- Greek Theater.
Principal speaker at the after- ga; Jo Ann Chase, Phi Mu; Claire
tee."
noon ceremonies, attended by Wellenkamp. Alpha Phi; Marilyn
NIXON HEADS HOME
thousands of students. &Tumid and" Wallace, Kappa Alpha Theta:
President Rich- faculty members, was Ferenc Barbara Grasso. Delta Zeta; and
TUNIS Vice
ard M. Nixon took off for Wash- Nagy, premier of Hungary in 1946- Sylva Sprouse, Delta Gamma.
ington yesterday, ending a three- 47 when that country enjoyed a
The queen contest is being run
week sell -democracy tour that brief spell of democracy.
by the Theta Xi fraternity in conended on &diplomatic tightrope.
junction with Blossom Time events
Nixon had a tough lase day
taking place throughout the cowskeeping out of France’s dispute
try this time of year.
with Algerian nationalists during
In San Jose, free bus tours have
celebrations of Tunisia’s first anbegun with one leaving Sunday
niversary of independence from
The spring edition’
Lyke will morning from the Civic Auditorthe Erma+.
contain seven features devoted en- ium at 10 a.m and returning at
tirely to girls, according to Janet 2 pm. It will be ponducted by the
RECRIVED 11101tRE’ MONEY
Theta Xi fraternity of San Jose
WASHINGTON a West Coast Nielsen, Lyke editor.
Teamsters’ Chief Frank W. Brews"The issue will feature the la- State College and will tour Santa
ter testified yesterdsy he received test in spring attire, modeled by Clara Valley.
about $5000 a year from his un- SJS students. Fashions will inBlossom Time maps may be obion’s insurance broker.
clude bathing suits, sports wear. tained at the San Jose Chamber
But he swore it was not a com- campus clothes and formal wear," of Commerce ofillee, hotels, ras.
miasion, lie said he got the money Miss Nielsen said__
taurants, and service stations.

ri787"
estr, rilLeesenell-11111=lisheLl=ii
4
of Control. Curnutt pointed out
that no Council representative had
been present at the committee’s
meetings, as the ASB by-laws demand
In other action, the Connell
voted unamilmously to support
the special water bead issue,
March St The Council urged
yes vote by voting age students.
J. Robert Roll, chief engineer
and manager of the Santa Clara
Valley Water Conservation District, was on had to answer
questions posed by the Ceendi
members,
The Council appointed Les Demist
as Homecoming chairman and DIcK
Robinson as next year’s Sparta
Camp director In addition, the
Council approved a $200 request
from the Athletic Department to
send Myron Zaverk to the NCAA
Gymnastics
Championships
in
Anapolis, Md , March 22-23.
The Council refused’ to allow tire
Red Cross to conduct a separate
drive on campus because it felt
that individual drives would
feat the purpose of the "all -in -one"
Campus Chest drive.

Mary-Si-Wiley ira-llead; ’
Programs of Study Unaltered
Th Department of Recreation Isis been created to become
separate department from physical education beginning mod fail with
Dr. Mary S. Wiley, now the recreation curriculum supervisor, as its
head. President John T. Wahlquist announced the chimps yesterday.
"Recreation faculty and students will Immo the status of lool
separate department, but as Is.’
we’ know it wil
connected with
not alter the program as to content or use of facilities," Dr. Wiley
_
*said yesterday.
Miss AxdIth Frost and Buford
Bush, aseistant professors of physical educallen, will serve with Dr.
Wiley as the new department’s
faculty. Dr. Wiley went on to say,
"We etpeet lb continue having

SJ Delegates
Are Selected
For U.N. Meet

The International Relations Club
has selected Barbera Grasso, club
president, to head the San Jose
delegation to the Model United
Nations to be held at Stanford
University April 10-13.
SJS will be representing the
Union of South Africa at the conclave which will be attended by
delegates from 58 colleges and universities.
The purpose of the meeting hi
to learn the workings of the U.N.
by practical experience is reinssentatives in the model assembb’
and on U.N. committees and councils.
Sharon Wulfslx.rg and Jim Corcoran will serve as the Union of
South Africa’s delegates on the
Political and Security committee;
Muriel Skuiski will serve on the
Economic and Finance committee;
Sally Bakotich and Geotge Hoehn
on pse Social, Cultural and Huinsrfintrtan ribrimIttee and ’Teri+
Kobey and Kenneth Marley will
serve on the Ad Hoc Political
Commit tee.
Principal delegate to the Trusteeship Council will be Penny Keever with Corinne Borello as an
alternate. Dr. Jackson T. Main,
is
associate professeir of history,
the Model U.N. adviser.

Group Plans 118Q
At Meeting Today
Members of the (’entennIal
earbemse Committee will meet
3:31) p.m. in Room L
today
299, according to Ed Adams.
director. Discussion
putilliity
am be held on the plans for
the student affair which will
hatude the launhda Chi Alpha
ream :art relo)n, nuielng and
b.rtiecieed beef dinner.
membens of the committee are
Andle Goodwin, Pat Mitartbona
Pat Cathcart, Marlene Colette,
John Murray, Les Olsen. Joy
Paripey, and Margie Jeckson.

IS. fins ----.d tha SMINOS
members in the departments of
Speech and Drains and Art and
Music who are teaching the specialized courses in our curriculum."
The curriculum In recreation is
presently included in the offerings
of the Women’s Physical Edo.
cation Department and are avail able to both men and women students. Under the new plan the
department will
ispa
edePaliStte
with
f unctlairten
an
headqua
in Roam 7 of the Women’s Phyleeal Education Building Under the
Division of Physical Education aid
Recreation.
Dr. Wiley also said that pups
are underway to r outlining . a
graduate program for a masters
degree In recreation. The fleet
step in that direction will be to
offer graduate courses.
Dr. Wiley has a B.S. degree from
the Women’s Cortege of the Ursa
versity of North Carolina and M.A.
and Ed. D. degrees from New York
University. She taught in eastern
schools .before corning to California.
During the war she was with the
USO for two years in Brazil and
Bermuda. While in Brazil Dr.
Wiley learned to fly and obtained
a Brazilian pilot’s license. She was
one of the first advisers to the
college Plying Club.

Dr. J.0. Wood
Still ’Serious’
Dr. jamas 0 Wood. professor
of English, was reported to be
Still in a serious condition at
O’Connor Hospital yesterday after
suffering a skull fracture in an
automobile accident Tuesday
morning
His wife, ("aerie, an English
teacher at Willow Glen High
Schno I, said yesterday that It
would be two or three days before
the extent of the injury will be
known.

Lyke To Feature
Spring Fashions

5.

PROF. .MARY WILEY
. . . Recreation Head

No change has been reported in
Dr. Wood’s condition since he was
rushed to the hamital immediately
follovking the accident.
PRETTY ItLoteS011efititan Jose State (-flees Marilyn Wel
and
Claire Wolleokaasp (left to right) strike no satraettve ’pose for
B loW11111 Time Tours, which are sponsored by the Sae Jose Chamber
ef Commerce. The girls are two of 12 esiadlestes seaweed tor the
Monomer Time Queen mildest. The queen will be rheum sad crowned
In the Spartan Room of the Hotel Mt. Claire Saturday night. ,

A ear driven by. Wood collided
with ea automobile driven by 17.
YellsIll’Canirliell Youth at bona
and Brooklyn tredallea.

Dagnabit Tex, Why Can’t we Just Head ’Em off at the Pass?
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Another Coop?
Dear Thrust and Parry:
Letter entitled, ’lies the Coop Droolvd7"
Mr. Fairbanks and Mr. Cabezut, authors of this.bit of literary
Shortcoming, seem to have come up with a good problem, but alas; it
WWII that they have omitted a solution. Allow us.
We won’t dwell on the shortcomings of the coop because they
ant.quite self-evident. Also, we won’t dwell on the peasants Oki dwell
there, probably because they aren’t worth it. Nor are we going to
mention that excuse for a music bus. But we do offer a solution to
the Problem...
The answer: another spot. There are many places on this campus
that could be put to better use. One would be that disgraceful plot
of grass between the library and student store. Somewhere along the
line, the school planners forgot to put a building on it. Just the other
day, when our mothers Were visiting, they wanted to know why the
beautiful array of our buildings was broken up by the unsightly plot.
Solution: use the area for a new coop.
Another eohdion would be to turn that_building at the other
end of the campus Ilet’s sec, what do they call It?), the chapel, into a
recreation parlor. After all, why not let all loud mouthed peasants
lounge around in there. This also could offer a solution for the crowded
condition faced by the bridge players upstairs in the Student Union.
With initiative taken toward either of these solutions, then all of
us intellectuals could sit around, pondering philosophical thoughts and
listening to the good Clair de Lune stuff through hi -fidelity. Naturally,
tea would be the new beverage.
(Pleate do not print our names, as it is aginst our religion. We
are devout cowards..)
ASS 10419; ASS 9796

Re:

Sounding Off!
Dear Thrust and Parry:
Alleged actor Bob Mcmtilla’s blast at the SPARTAN DAILY
could set the public relations of "Revelries" back to the dark ages.
His completely obnoxious manner of begging for publicity turned a
normally high class production like "Revelries" into a rug -tag medicine
show. It appears that it has taken this asp-ranee tub-thumper two
months to imagine Mit his "one-man" flea circus did not get top
billing in the DAILY.
About the only thing Montilla did not -submit for publication was
an unabridged script of "Red Tape." Too bad that one person can so
discredit a usually good thing.
_Dick O’Connor, ASB 8508

By JIM DRENNAN
The typical western used to be
a happy, simple kind of movie.
Its plot was clean (kood guys,
always beat bad guys), its fighting was clean (with the hero, after
having demolished a saloon, always rising:- dusting off his hat,
and ambling away, virtually unscathed), its morals were clean
(a woman was never the object
of desire but Instead the object of
respect) and the language was
clean, with an occasional "You
filthy sidewinder" or "Dagnabitrf
thrown in to provide a little spice.
Times have changed. In re
cent years, Hollywood, probably
because it realizes that the kids
are home watching TV and that
westerns must appeal to older
minds, has developed the "adult
western." The adult western
takes the form either of an orgy
of violence, with flowing blood,
sexy dance hall girls and few
hones t -to-goodness four-letter
words in the script, or a "psychological" western, such as
"High Noon," which is short on
action but long on drama. There
have been many copies of this
C18/444C, and the latest is ’The
Quiet Dun." In it the psychological western has reached a dead
cad.
It isn’t ,the story that makes
"The Quiet Gun" which stars Forrest Tucker and Kathleen Crowley,
such a bad picture. It’s a simple
little tale of ’a small-town sheriff
being forced to bring a friend in
on a murder charge, only to have
a pack of vigilantes get to him
before the sheriff can.
The rest of the film is taken up
with the familiar anti -lynching
theme, with the sheriff polishing
off a couple of land -swindling bad

Cuko(sSqu&Ø; New Bird4straif

A’TTENTIOW
Graduating Vets
Now that the
Esigle has flown owe
RESERVE
YOUR YEARBOOK

NOW
Wore They Ar Sold Out

’57 La Torre
GIGANTIC CENTENNIAL
MOE-

on campus or off, it’s

By RANDIE POE
There’s a new clock on the ’ now, he made a statement when
market. It has a jumping bird he was "nothing" which characterwhich pops ceit and says izes the Calypso kingpin. He said:
"Crazp!" . . . When will Law- ’I’d rather starve than sing vapid
reser Welk, smiling idol of the 1 -Love-You’ songs" . . . Robert
Ladies’ Marching Society, learn to Mitchum. the jut-jpwed movie
count to four (4)7 . . . Fats hero, fell in love with calypso
Domino told us before leaving for music in Trinidad and is now out
the southland that people who with "Mama Looks Roo Boo" for
criticize rhythm and blues are of Capittol; he’s more mellow than
two basic types: "Some are just most neophytes . . . Tab Hunter,
nonmusical; others are too old to who sounds like grape juice running down a defective drain, is
get the heat."
trying it again for Dot after his
broke
Delafoote
went
Harry
first disc, "Young Love," climbed
some time ago in an unsuccessful
frit() the_top spot in both U.S. and
sandwich shop venture. Although
Great Britain record polls. His
he’s in the $3000-per-week class
newest is "99 Ways."
"Diamond’s Little Harlin’ " is
moving abnormally fast. It’s in
the Top 5 on many of the eastern
charts already . . . This time in
1997 we were singing "Anniversary Song," "Open the Door, Richard." "How are Things in Glocea
Moors," and "Managua, Nies-

A-1 Twill
Taper Ivys

guys at film’s -end just Jur good story.
(4) The dragging out or the
measure.
What makes "The Quiet Gun" opening credits (20th Century
such an unbearably dull motion Fox . . . presents . . . etc-)
picture is the fact that it contains Altlaciugh this did provide the
just about every cliche that sym- only suspense In the movie. You
bolizes the pylerhological western, kept wondering when they’d tell
which in "High Noon" was some- who the director was.
The failure of "The Qniet Gun"
thing fresh and new. A few used
doesn’t, of course, indicate that
In "The Quiet Gun" were:
the psychological western has run
(1) The "Dragnet school" of
its course.. It does prove, however,
acting, in which everything is that no amount of
"dramatic"
U nderplayed (supposedly to
effects can make up for a flimsy
heighten the sospense.) Everyplot.
body moved around as If in a
At
those old shoot-em-up’s
trance, making the moviegoer didn’t least
put the audience to sleep.
wonder if maybe the projector
Nossir, dagnablt!
was running at the wrong speed.
(2) The "leek technique," in
which emotions are conveyed not
by words or maybe a good punch
in the jaw, but Instead by anxious
glances, dark stares and dirty
By MARY 14.1
looks, which can get. pretty silly
when there’s no Important reason United Press Staff Correspondent
for "looking."
PULLMAN, Wash’(UP 1One
131 The harmonica accompani- lucky woman on the Washington
ment, by now a stock feature of State College campus has been
the psychologicat-western, which planning since Chirstmas for her
tried to put something significant first trip to Sweden this summer--and foreboding into the hollow a gift from the fraternity Men for
whom she has cooked the last 25
,years.
For Mrs. Hulda Bergquist, cook
at the Bqa Theta Pi house, the
trip will be the fulfillment of a
lifelong desire to "meet my folks’
Entered es wend class matter
people." She’ll vlsit friends and
April 24, 1914, at San Jose, Calif.
relatives, most of whom she’s
under tfis act of March 3, 1679.
Member Celiforni Newspepor Pubparents so often have told her
lishers’ Association.
never seen, and see the places her
Published daily by this Associated
about.
Students of San Jose Stale Camps.
Shell travel first-class, too
incept Saturday end Sunday, during
Ass college year with one issue durleaving New York July 2, on the
ing each final examination period.
Swedish -American liner Stock.
Subscriptions accepted only on
holm. Beta alumni all along the
reminder-of-sthool year basis. In
way are making plans to wine and
fell sensester, $3; in Spring somsotor,
"SO.
dine her when she passes through
Taleploaaa: CYpress 4-6414--Editheir areas.
torial, Est. NO; Advertising Derst
"Berk," itS She is known to the
Ext. 211.
Betas, also still take with ha
Pros. ee-itir Globe Printing Co.,
1445 South first St., San Joao, Calif.
new set of luggage, several new
outfits bought with gift-money
411110."
from alumni, and several hundred
Editor
dollars spending moneyall given
DOI PENTZER
linehima Massa.,
her bY the Betas.
HENRY HIJSTEDI
Almost every day she adds an.
Dory Editor
other item to her "see-and -do"
ItANDIE POE
list.

Frat Gives Cook
Swedish Vacation

Writer Recalls Washington Square;
Cement Now Sits Fat, Immobile
By BILL HOWARTH
The sounds of jackhammers had dow sixteen stories up and looked
died. There were no longer cranes out with a pallid dot face.
against the sky dropping things
The crowd shuffled. I couldn’t
on workmen’s heads. Cement sat see who was speaking but I heard
fat, immobile, and steel rost high. a voice muffled by an elevator
I walked down the iron canyon. dropping to the third leveL
An ozone wind was blowing. I
The man was saying: We are
heard the echoes of voices richo- gathered here today to dedicate
cheting off metal faces.
the last plot of grass on the San
The crowd stood around a small Jose State Catimus.
Plot of grass surrounded by a steel
I remembered Washington
fence. I thought of "A Tree Grows Square.
in Brooklyn." It was Springtime.
The noon whistle blew doWntown. A bird flew across the sky
looking for a tree.‘lt would be a Patronize Our Advertisers
long flight. Someone opened .a win-

Spattait%aily

VICE VERSA*
Out after a deer?
Of course you know
You must get a limns
Before you go!

Rapport’s
241 So. First
FIRST NATIONAL CHARGE PLAN

amotheet

Like year pleaser 111111?
Chesterfield King hos ihmaytillnell
=pain: wirry A. 1134. car Gam far au
ANIL

411111aLscryglAkisplisti
prat
.Cankrfild;
4444P.O.
.nBoa
i_
_Nvia Yana 411. N Y
21,
11144614114.44114464441:4k.

come to our open house, Friday
etening, March 22, front 7 Ito") pm
at San Jose ’alley Fair Shopping Center.

music by Johnny Orlando’ combo
Jeas_Stere

/Mit San

Prise:: Five $190 shoe wardrobes ... tickets
given at the door, drawing at 9i30 pm. You
don’t have to stay for the drawing to win.

buckle up
and
button down

Seniors and Graduate Students in Engineering,
Physical Science, Business and Liberal Arts...,

S&K wraps it up with "Ivy League",

Did We Miss You?

the flat that’s sweeping the country.
Styled for us by Mark Angelo,
drenched in real Ivy League looks, with
a buttoned down collar and strapped
back. Shirt-striped or solid, these flats
are the most! Striped in black with
red, blue, grey, green or brown. Solids
in black, red, brown or navy kid, with
striped lining.
With matching
Ivy-league belt 2.95

Call Us Collect!
During our recent visit to campus, we had a chance to meet
many of you to discuss

career opportunities in the field of telephone communiPatient and electronics. We’d like to thank all those who arranged their schedule
and took time out to discus’s their future in the Bell System; we feel confident

8.95

they found it worth their while.

Did

we miss you? we

C.P. MORRILL JR , College Relations Repressintatiue, Ti. Pacific
Telephone I Telegraph Co., 140
Now Montgomery Street, S as
Francisco 6, California, GAriield
1-1000, Extension MIL

Pacific Telephone

Westin’ Electric

Bell Telephone lateraterios

This merchandise on sale
SATURDAY, MARCH 23
.; Hours:

Sandia Cerperatiew

VALLEY FAIR.SHOPPINC.CENTER
STEVPS_CREL1C ROAD
-

sommER &

9:30 to 5:30

VALLEY FAIR AT SAN ’JOSE

BELL SYSTEM

tastingiusoketaky

Psckedcusimicalittr
bt alyWoRAY!

a

realize that
some of you weren’t able to nee us then. To
you, we’d like to extend a standing invitation
LO hear all about your opportunities in one of
today’sand tomorrow’smost exciting
fields. Simply drop us a line or call collect:

Oh! After a dear.
Then it’s reversed.
Never mind the license
Catch the dear (keg

MORAL: Big game hunts, attention
take your pleasure BIG! Smoke a
regal Cheireffield King and get more
of what you’rreasoking fcr,Majestic
lengthplus the mootbsit natural
tobacco filter. Cheiteeiliklthe

’ Presley’s third movie, at MGM,
will be worth $250,000 to the kid
with the hydrornatic hips. He’ll
also get 50 per cent of the gross.
Sideburns were almost worthless
to Abe Lincoln; Pelvis has turned
them into a hair mine ... Harvey
Fuqua of the Moonglows, who
wrote the smash hit "Sincerely,"
told his writer last week that only
the know-nots knock Presley . .
We think Nat Cole’s **After! Midnight" album Is one of the niftAnita Ellis, who sparkled
iest
In many sophisticated Broadway
misdeals, has entered the rock ’n
sock field. She has recorded "Forbidden Fruit" for Epic. It ,sounds
beet with ear plugs.,

Styled right! Rugged,
tong-wearing, high lustre
twill for greater
mileage- $4.95 at your
favorite store.

by Chestei Field

IT’S FOR REAL!

KAUFMANN
’

-

Travel
Bears Triumph Boxers
To Sacramento
Over Locals, 8-4 For PCI Test

Spartan pitching ace Tuck Halsey left his "good stuff" home yesterday as the California Bears touched him for 12 hits to score an
8-4 win in Berkeley.
The normally reliable Halsey just didn’t have it against the Bears.
H. said after the gams he tried to sacrifice speed for control. Result

was that he had neither and walk.
ed seven batters. Two of the walks
forced in Bear runs.
Yesterday’s loss for the Spartans
was only their second in nine
starts. They have notched six
victories and one tie.
The locals will try to get back
on the winning path today against
belts, bracelets, earrings,
Oregon at Municipal Stadium.
necklaces, cufflinks, fie bars
Game time is 3 p.m. and Ron Roc
Is the likely mound choice for
to match
Coach Ed gbbezak’s gang.
San Jose got off to an early 3-0
advantage in the second Inning
TROPICAL ART
with Joe Winstead lacing a tworun sinfle for the major offensive
SHOP
contribution. ,
Dawn the street from Hu, college
Al Reynold’s, husky Bear left
fielder, got his side on the score74 E. SAN FERNANDO
board in the bottom of the second
when he belted one of Halsey’s
high -fast balls into.a strong wind
and out of the park at the 340
m foot mark.
In the third, the Bears parlayed
one walk, an error and two hits
to score three times and jump into a lead they never relinquished.
Bright spot .for San Jose was
Kathryn
Audio
catcher Jerry Clifford’s continued
Grant
44rPhY
hitting splurge. Stopped cold in
I.
his first 14 at bats. Clifford has
,M11 OUNS OP
since rapped out 12 hits in his
POCUPIRTICOAT"
last 20 appearances. The hustling
jin Technicolor)
backstop pulled a leg muscle yesterday and was removed from the
plus
contest, however, he is expected
"SUICIDE MISSION"
to see action today.
r
CALIFORNIA
4 r
S.J. STATE
with Leif Larsen
mouse cf 4 0 I Gregg, lb 4 0 0
I
1 0 0 Gareewol, a 1
Genoese, ts
0, Peccino111. d ) a
Hedge* lb L
1 Leveret, IV 4-1 2
flostornily. lb 3
S I 2
0 Kelly, cP
klunierft, lb 2
4
3 Reynolds If 4 I I
Clifford. c
1 Kraft. lb
S 0 4
Colombe, If 3
1 2
0 llornpson, c
Kiwi. lb
5 1 I
Weiss, p
/
Halsey,
1 I I
0
0 Palma
p
0
0
fladsby, p
0
I
Craig", ss
tO4 CNOU.r 101 pees..
Christenson. C 0
39 7 14
7 TOTAL
30
Deborah
TOTAL
SCORE IT INNINGS
KERR
0 3 0 0 I 0 0 0 0
SAN JOSS. STAT
0 1 1 0 0 I 2 1
CALIFORNIA
Robert
IT*Cernese. Held* Hodge* 11111-Rynolds
MITCHUM
2. Kelly, Gageoro, Pecine/11, Kroft, Thorneson, Weiss, Winstead I. Clifford, Hlsey;
Me-Kelly, Gagger* Winstead; HR-Reymolds; 55-Palme, Kraft: L011-Sen Jose 7.
Cril 1; DP-Kraft. Grope, Loverel. Greve,
Ginner* Leveret. Gagger*, Gregg. Larowl;
7, HalSO-W.I., 2, Halsey 1;
sey 4: 1.4 ER-Weits 7 awl 4, Halsey 12 and
4 in 7 1.1; Kline 2 and I In I 3.1: KOKline I; W-.Weiss; Lruitiiitns .4. Held,
. .
2ND HIT

Copper by
Renoir

--e

- Show Slate
STUDIO

Hean

KnONs.

"STORM RIDER"
Mla
Powers

Scott
Steely

4 OWN If
af. 7

30

e.11ophIstioaliad. adult
-Ciro Meter me
corned y
Stromlo Slat weneghty se
Oh. law allows -rletpeir
witty pay -W41-44,

Truitg of

Sumner

114441440 WWI,

Milan

SARATOGA
Ely., Pros* 14
"LOVE ME TENDER"
plus

"SANTIAGO"
Alen Ladd - Pastan& Podstra

EL RANCHO
Walt Disniet’s

’Westward He The Wagons’
with Fess Parker plus

"DRANGO"
Jeff Chandler - Joanne ptit

MAYFAIR
Marlin and Lewis In

"HOLLYWOOD OR BUST"
"DRANGO"
JO Chandler -Joanne Dr.,
Student Rehm

Last Minute Goal
Gives PiKA Win
Over, Tap-A-Keg
Forward Glen Albo scored on a
10-foot two-hand set shot with
six seconds remaining to give PI
Kappa Alpha a 44-42 win over Tap.
A -Keg-Five and undisputed possession of first place in the Independent Pacific Coast Intramural Basketball League last night in
the Spartan Gym.
The two teams went into’ the
game deadlockea for first place
with 5-0 win -loss records and battled doem to the wire in a thrilling
contest.
Center Tom Hansen racked up
16 points --made mostly on long
set shots--to pace all scorers in
the game.
Tap-A-Keg -Five took a slim lead
In the first few minutes of play
Ands then held off a determined
PIRA five to hold a 23-20 halftime
advantage.
But the eventual winners roared
back to go out in front by 38-31
with six , minutes to play. The
"Keggers" stopped the PiKA and
tied the game at 42-all with 1:05
remaining.
Each team only has three games
remaining to be played.
Other games last night:
PACIFIC COAST LEAGUE
Tee Dolt. PM C Grow Squad 47
SCCE’s 42. Rod Soir’s
lellernationals 62. Cal Pi Verna 44
Pbentom Fire 35, Fielding Fire 24
1N71111COAST LEAGUE
11d4leiros C. $alter Hall Floe 39
Sweets SI, Mete CAI II
IFT’s ST, Sparta. CAI it
rsle ta. Mamas Gab $5e
Deadles
Tema Nog Kee C.0

Big Dance
Time?
Just as tuxedos, evening gowns
and country clubs go with formals
so too, do flowers.
Be in good taste and add a foe.
litre note with a corsage from

2nd and
San Fernando

SINCE.1885
florists of San Jose

Coach Julie Menendez and seven
Spartan boxers left this morning
for Sacramento and the qinnutil
Pacific Coast Inter-Collegiate
Boxing Championships which begin first round action this evening.
Fifty-one boxers from nine
schools have entered the colorful
tourney. Idaho State leads the
pack with entries for all ten
weight divisions. The Bengals are
solid favorites to nab the team
crown.
Open round pairings have not
an yet been released. The seven
participating San Jose pugilists
are Bobby Tafoya, 119, Ibs., Pete
Cisneros, 125 lbs., Nick Akana;
132 lbs., Welt In Stroud, 139 lbs.,
Al thilitan. 147 lbs., Stu Robbie.
156 lbs. and surprise contender
Ruse Centiliert at 173 lbs.
Though San Jose is not rated
much of a chance to nab the team
title, several of the locals could
walk off with top honors. Being
accorded better than even chances
for the Spartans are Pete Cisneros
and Welvtn Stroud. Stroud, the redeubtable "Windmill," is the only Spartan who is
a tourney favorite to win his
weight division. Cisneros, while
not the favorite, only has to get
past tough contender from Idaho
State.
Nick Akana, who in most years
would walk off with t h e PCI
title, has to meet Washington
State’s national champion, Dick
Rail. Al Julian meets Cal Poly’s
Bob Gow and Idaho State’s
"Buddy" Haynes in t he rugged
147 lb. division.

Thursday, March 21, I957
Illy DON RECKER
Reinhart Not a "Natural.’
If you are still too clumsy to go out for the football team by the
time you are a junior in high ’school, chances are you will never be
a football player. And if you have only started 10 football games in
your entire life and you are a quarterback, it is doubtful that any
professional team will ever peg you as a top contender for a first
string position, let alone give you a contract calling for a salary in five
figures. To overcome th. clumsiness it takes work. To become a top
prospect the labor must lead to skill well above average.

Tossed

The Spartan Freshman tennis
squad swept to an 8-1 victory yesterday over Los Gatos High School.
losing only a default match at the
Spartan Courts.
In the feature match, Lee Junta,
the top netman, for the Frosh,
hung on to defeat Walter Rohn
6-0, 7-9, 8-6 and the second player
on the yearling ladder, Torn Fousekis, put away Reg Oliver 6-2,
6-3 in another top event.
Frosh winners in singles action
were Dick Goss. Rich Hill, Terry
Cole, and (3i1 Zebedee. Goes and
Zabillos and MU end Cole tearned
up to give the Spartens.ft.pair of
doubles wins.
The Frosh net ten will meet San
Jose Junior College today on’ the
Spartan Courts at 230 p.m.
The summary:

.7

Pars 3

EIMIL UTTER SIRVICI

W. do Student Work
MIMEOGRAPHING - TYPING
STENOGRAPHY -ADDRESSING
Rssionablii Rata
CY 11-11S411
..ISS S. 211
If no answer call CV 3 6209

I’LL FOOL YOU

.

Waits, Rohn 45 79 5-6
as Oliver 44 64
Dere Scow 4.1 el
O Kinesall 41 64
L Werth’s, 64 4.1
Oliver Wesiteu 64 64
JesteFSWII4161 Detest,
Dere Roister 43 4.1
SowitbAroebriet 64 64

bottoms I bought my
unmkrt horn . . .

BETA KAPPA
277 e. sue fr41
"Via Stare with the Callao*
Etlecatliwt"

.’em eta Tire

At home he rigged a tire to a rope in his backyard and tried to
throw the ball through the center while dodging imaginary tacklers.
The practice paid off. After a time he got se he could hit his target
consistently.
When Reinhart first arrived at San Jose State in 1953 he caught
Coach Bob Bronzan’s eye with hli Accurate tossing. The only trouble
was he couldn’t_ do Much elm. He was still awkward. He was the third
string quarterback.
The Army took him off the campus the next year, but It turned
out to be a brealk for Relahart. He made the Fort Ord football team
and stepped Into second string position behind Jimmy Powers, a
three-year Forty-Niner veteran. Under Powers’ tutorage, Reinhart
learned the finer points of ball handling, signal calling and that
there is more to passing than just throwing the ball.

It’s a matter of conjecture as
to how many records will be
crushed at tomorrow’s Interclass
track feud at Spartan Field. One
thing, however, seems certain:
Seven varsity marks a n d four
novice "bests" will be in peril
when the local spikers flex at
home for the ’first time, this Ma-

, Back on Washington Square last season. Reinhart reported for
football practice a new man. He .won the starting berth over the
highix competent Mary McKean after a brilliant performance In the
opening game of the season against Drake. His running was below average, but his ball handling was more than adequate and his passing
superb. He threw the ball for 1158 yards last year. In 172 attempts,
his receivers hauled in 90. only five passes were idteroepted and 10
aerials went for touchdowns. He was the third best mew In the naMori. Djot bail_ for a guy ,playing his Drat year of Stet etelso, .e

*OW- ---.

The 2:30 p.m. meet will spotlight Lang Stanley, Clint Es-dug,
Chuck Hightower, n d Rapid
Ray Norton, among others.
There is
possibility that Herm
Wyatt, holder of the eastern indoor highjump record (6 ft. 10
44 In.), might also compete.
Varsity tracksters will bC, intermixed with novice competitors in a
five-team scramble for the team
championship.
The current 75-yard record of
7.5 might be turned into hiunburger by Norton, but it is s$111
too early In the season to expect the Oakland Zephyr to attain top speed. Two of the clocks
caught him at 9.7 for the century in Arizona last week.
Four novice records might be
destroyed; with distance ace John
Nelson and javelin -flinger Larry
McFarland given the best chances
of establishing new marks.

Mid-Week

SKI

Weekends

TAKE ADVANTAGE of this
CLOSEST 9f ALL Skiing Areas

.Salary in Five Figures
Reinhart’s decision to forego his final year of eligibility is probably a wise one. New Coach Ikki Titchenal plans to use the split -T,
primarily a running offense and not exactly made to order for Reinhart. He can be graduated in August and he can’t afford to pass up
a salary in five figures. Part, of the money, in the form of a bonus, he
receives whether he makes the team or not.

Less than 4 hrs. drive from S.J.
Your Guide -Map

to Dodge_ Ridge

He chose Toronto over Cleveland, who saw fit to make him
their draft choice, because they madc the bent offer. From reports
out of Toronto, the Argonatitn figure that Reinhart will be their boy
next season. Hampton Pool, former LIM Angeles Ram coach and now
head man at Toronto, told Reinhart he was looking for someone tin
throw the long passes the way Soh Waterfield and Norm Van limekiln used to toss them for him in the sotithland. Reinhart, he thinks,
can fill the bill.
On hand to glee competition to the San Jose product will he journeyman footballer-in/sib" Dublinski an Arnold Galiffa. Dublinski has
a bad knee and a $27,500 yearly contract. Unless he is sound. he won’t
stay around long Aging Galiffa. 31. is a good short passer On the
long heaves, he doesn’t measure up. Pool told Reinhart that he wants
to play wide open football and if Reinhart can handle the passing job
other shortcomings can be overlooked. According to a reliable source,
the first string slot belongs to Reinhart until he shows he can’t hold it.

Lambert Sets Mark
As Mermen Top OY
A r t Lambert continued h Is
record-breaking ways in the 100
yard free style event last night as
he aided the Spartans swimmera
to a 55-31 victory over the Oakland YMCA in the Spartan Pool.
Lambert was clocked in a :53.7
time to break, his previous school
mark of ’:54 flat seconds. The
speedy ’Spartan also anchored the
winning relay teams in both the
400 yard medley relay and the4
400 yard freestyle relay. In the
latter, the final event of the even.
ing, Lambert kicked in the last
23 yard lap to overcome the Oak lenders,
Big Dale Anderson turned in a
win in the 50 yard freestyle as
he marked a :24.6 time, nosing
out teammate Roger. McCandless

NOW
APPEARING

BARBER SHOP

Certified Ski School
Ray Patton, Director Classes 10-12 and 2-4 Daily
Choir Lift

New Poma Lift

T -Bar

Rope Tow.

I

and Oakland Y s Gerry Hubbard.
Plucky Sin 16e(’onne1l sped to
a 2:26.8 time /II the 200 yard backstroke, giving the locals their other ,
first place. Rollo Ravish). who"
never gives up, placed third fora
SJS behind McConnell and OY’s
Doug James in the backstroke.
The sufmnory: :
OY, Onceenroti.
400 Mod. Relay an
KeWirjo, Lambert) 402.5
Cdiese.
-200 fr.’
Mclinard or,--sfainsv 141.1
Roemer CV, 1:24.0
IS 1, - 0. Ardor*** WS, McCown’s’ LIS,,
Hubbard 02, :24.4
SOS 4157 - lecelnert OT. McGowan. Deed
OT.
lug"’ 5.1$, Pi* US. Ma or.
01.1"t
HO el -smeims
IN I...- Lambert 515. 0. Antietam US,
,S3 7
TOO barb - McGowan, toast. 5.4,144, 010.5
14.1(inosio, 07, ,Ists, oy.
440
Sit 5:12.11
NO breast - Jecebroe OY, J. mamas
R
SIIW,SU
07 O
3434
400 Ire* 14114
Us. CV. (D. Aarleesest,
Gana. Lamborn 3:10.1

LICURSILIS
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What Does Blue
Mean To You?
BLUE might remind you of the sky,
even

music.

But to

a bird,

Monday or even

discerning people who go for an extra

special treat in food and fun it brings to mind one thing,

the

BLUE GROTTO ROOM.
HERE

in cool, comfortable surroundings they enjoy tempting

Italian taste treats and hear their favorite

records for

only

one NICKEL! -

Why not join them?

DINAH

no extra for
FLAT-TOPS
Open Everyday
8.1
Sun. ’til Noon

WASHINGTON
COMING
ERROL
GARDNER
SwIstiy Jan,
3 Ns
7 P.M.

Nor Corner of
1006 & SANTA CLARA
Met to S. J. Halth Clots
7

-
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Frosh Netters
Bop Los Gatos

lar Bob Reinhart reports to the Toronto Argonauts
of the Canadian League in July
he probably will have the disUnction of being the least experienced quarterback in pro
football. Lail season’s ace Spartan quarterback, statistically
the third ranked passer in the
nation, has been a starting
Mayer but ten times in his 24
years. Before last year, Reinhart was a member of that
ast category of American football players known as "dog
meat. He was too clumsy for
high school football until he
was a senior and then he was SINGLES
L.. Junta Si’ 0.1
doing well to make the team. Tens Feoseiis Si Def.
Did b Goss SJ Del.
Ricli Hill
SJ Def,
In Junior college Reinhart Terry
Cole Si CWI
’whowed improvement but he CII 7.4balles Si Ont
DOUILES:
was still not good enough to Relos4Iserbon LC D.
BOB REINH ART
SJ 0.
make the first club. It wasn’t reete-laballes
Hill-Cole
$J D.
because he didn’t Irs. At practice, when the rest of the players had
called it a day,,Iteinhart, the guy who wanted to IN:prose, wobid
practice his passing as lung as he could get someone to catch the
ball.

Novice Track
Athletes Peril
Marks In Meet

411f
VifOrri.

Spartan Sports

SPORTS LINE

SAN REMO’S
Willow Street, off Almaden

CYpress 4-4009

esners emesefaltesselersaey.

e
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HOLLYWOOD
STUDIO
and Camera Shop

IGRADUATION
, PORTRAITS

41 North First
CY 24960

Chutist To Tell
Of Skydiving
Skydiving, America’s net
sport, will be described here tonight by iROQII$11 A. ’,tel, captain
of the 1936 U.S. Parachuting Team
that competed last year in the international ski/living championships in Moscow. late’ will also
show films of the Moscow meet,
which includes shots of European
and American .jumpers in action.
The program, open to the public
and sponsored by the Flying "20"
Club, will be held at 610 o’clock
in Room 118 of the Engineering
according to Bob Nelson,
club treasurer.
Skydiving is a sport in which
competitors leap from aircarft
at various altitudes and attempt
to land on a ground target. -- The sport has gamed great
popularity in the "Iron Curtan"
countries but, until reeetnly, met
with little enthusiasm in the
United States.
Istel, who is also vice president
of the National Parachute Jumpers-Riggers Inc, mill be accompanied by Lew Sanborn, a 1956
U.S. Parachuting Team member.

-
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Alpha Eta Sigina Forms
Scholastic Honor Roll

---.truld be

PLACEMENT ’CORNER

In the SPAR,AN DAILY office
at I AO p.m. on -the day prior to

publksstion.

Representatives of two orgsniTorrance Unified School Dis
rations will be on campus tomor- trict, Thursday, March 28.
he became eligible.
row to hold job interviews in the
San Leandro Unified School DisTo become permanent member
Placement Office, Room 100.
trict and Martina Public Schools,
of the honor roll, the student must
AR agent of the California Pack. Friday, March 29..
be an accounting major who has
completed at least the first sem- ing Corp. of San Francisco will
The fellowing schools are now
ester of his senior year with an Interview accountants and Nahum accepting applications for secontrainees’
front
9:20
a.m.
to
4:40
overall grade point average of 3.25.
dary teaching positions in all
fields:
Chemical, electrical a n d meLemoore Union High School,
chanical engineering majors and
Avenel, Calif.; Coachella Valley
business administration, accountUnion High School, Coachella,
ting and Industrial sales majors
Calif.; Inglewood, Calif.; Tracy’
will be interviewed from 1:30 to
Joint Union High School, Tracy,
Psi Chi, national psychology 4:30 p.m. for placement with
Calif.; and Leggett Valley Schools,
Kaiser
Services
of
Oakland.
honor society, will hold its "Spring
Representatives of several Cali- Leggett Calif.
Get-together" meeting Friday at
7:30 p.m. at the home of Jean fornia schools also will hold placeThe following schools are now
MacMillan, 14 Glenridge Ave., Loft ment interviews next week In the accepting application., for elernen.
Placement Office. Interested stuGatos.,
can obtain appointments, de- taty teaching positions:
Any psychology major or minor dents
tails
and
application forms there.
Inglewood Unified School Diswith 8 semester units or 6 units
and registration for two units in
Schools scheduled to hold Inter- trict and Guernville Elementary
psychology plus a 2.5 overall grade views are:
School District, Guerneville, Calif.
average ands. 3.0 psychology averLos Gatos Elementary School
Teaching vacancies- also exist in
age, is invited to attend, accord- District and Raymond Granite
the
Haines Public School System,
ing to Donald Staight, publicity Union High School, Monday,
Haines, Alaska.
chairman,
March 25.

To encourage high scholastic
achievement among accounting
majors- Alpha Eta Sigma, accountants’ honorary society, has announced the formation of a semester and permanet honor roll,
with a grade point requirement of
3.25.
Formal initiation for prospective
members of the society will he
held Thursday night at the Old
Hickory, 2280 El Camino Real,
Santa Clara. Dr. Milburn Wright,
chairman of the Business Division,
will be the featured speaker of
the evening. Dr. Wright also will
present qualifying student.. for
the newly ingerinated honor roll
with letters- of eimgestulatiOns.
To be eligible for the semester
honor roll, an accounting student
must have been carrying at least
14 units at San Jose State during
the semester in which he became
eligible; have attained an overall
grade point average of 3.25 during
the semester in which he became
eligible; be a registered accountStudents fulfilling the above reing major and have completed
quirments who are interested in
Bus. 20A and 20B, or its equivalent
joining Psi Chi should fill out a
prior to the semester during which
prospective member forrn in the
Psychology Office, Room T200,
Women’s Athletic Assn, basketStaight said.
ball and badminton wil be played
in competition’ between SJS, Mills
College. Holy Names College and
San Francisco State at SFS on
Saturday. Sixteen Vs’AA members
Tw &IS students and two FebTomorrow is the last day to are leaving for the San Francisco
ruary graduates have been selecsign-up for the Ski Club trip to playday at 9 o’clock Saturday
flight
ted for
training as Naval Squaw Valley March 29-31, accordmorning.
Aviation Cadets, t he Oakland ing
to Dick Alcock, club president.
Naval Air Station announced reCost of the,.trip is $16.50, payable
cently.
at time of sign-up. The group will
Albert W. Ends Jr. of Redwood
stay at the Bfttmore Hotel, Crystal
City and Thomas E. Reese of
Bay, Lake Tahoe. Students may
Santa Cruz who will be grade/0d
sign-up In the Student Businese
In June; and Gerald M. SeMems
Officiyitecen 16.
of Loleta and Claude P. Ilearelarjr
Of St. Healdsburg, who were grad.
uated In February are awaiting
orders to the Naval Flight School
with
at Pensacola. Florida.

WKS.
X

Psi Chi To Hold
Gei-together Party

RENTAL
1027 S. FIRST
WWI AND BLUR
DINNER-JACKETS

sue

TUXEDO AND BLUE SUITS
Includes, Shirt, Studs,
Tie, Cuff Links, Florin,
Handiarchief and
Cummebund.
Hours: II A.M..1:30 P.M. Sat. ’tit
Thurs. ’fil S. Sun by appointment.
Phone: CY 2.5102 -CY 4-6035

the

WAA Starts Play

Four Spartans
Atend Narocad

top
of any

Skiers Must Sign

otii

class
drip dry

sada Sa tw.

dacron
and cotton

11111DA1S

blouses

Life’s Right

eo,p,

GOLF CHAMPION,,SAYS;

4VICEROTH
THE SMOOTHES]
TASTE OF Aar
SMOOTH!

from the finest table-ea grows’, vheagy aeon emir
Deep-Cured golden brown fest WPM weeeflretss
the Smooth Fla%or Leal

Sharp Sight!

MEETINGS
Alpha Beta Alpha will meet this
evening at 7 o’clock in Room L107.
Buddhist Group will meet today
at 12:30 p.m. an Room 49 of the
Main Building.
-(Ipasseats Chas will meet with
the San Jose State Presbyterian
group Saturday at the Presbyterian Church, 60 N. 3rd St.
Freshman Camp Cemasittee will
Meet toclay at 3:30 p.m. in Room
J8.
Delta Phi realms will meet
this evening at 6:45 o’clock in
Room 161 of the . Main Building.
Kappa Phi will have pictures
taken for the La Torre any time
today at the Hollywood Studios.
Dark sweaters are to be worn.
Wiped Service Canunittes will
meet today at 3:45 pm. in Room
1.316.
Spartan, Orloaci will meet this
evening at 7 o’clock in Room 17
of the Main Building.
Mama Delta Chi will meet this
evening at 7:30 o’clock in Room
J107.
Spervets will meet Friday evening at 7:30 o’clock at 145 N. 3rd
St

prescriptioM

5.50

FORMALS

tilled
eyes examined

Dr. Jack H. Chennell

OPTOMETRIST
CY 6-2747 254 S. 2nd.
Nimbler Sper-Tea

at
ltinsfiih and Sales
Cio;fial &ingot and accassories.
Quality Merchandise, Budget Prices.
Dress Design*r hero to help you.
National Charge Plan
CY 5-41061
$S W. Sae Carle.

FIRST of SANTA CLARA

Classified
FOR =NT

SUPER SMOOTH!

Only Viceroy smooths each puff
through 20,000 filters made from pure cellulosesoft, saos.white, natural!

km for goes.
561 So. 7th St.

$25. Kitch. priv.

lat. priv.,
linens. 25 mo. 617 or 615 S. 6th St.
P.S. mt. ter ma, kitch. pHs?. $26
mo. 633 S. 5th St
Rms. for Boyswith kitch. pt-iv.
$25 nso. 666 So. Sth ’St. .
Clam rota for men,

1 egL no, 1 t rm. cabin both turn.

uUl. EL 4-7385, 206 N. 6.
am. for $ male Md.., ititcn.
$27.50 trio. 655 S. 6th St.
Blea--kitala pit.. (of college glelit;

CARS MOOLECOff’S

46 So. 5th St.
gg. rm., bed. opt., In pr. hams V.
yng. cpl. TO mm. ride ft-m.
EL 4-7
evenings.
Typing: All kinds fast service
Rem. Electric typewriter. Carol
CY 4-9326.
Vet to share apt. With quiet
st’ude. $30 mo., 530 S. 6th, No,

3.
Want s-pisied to play 1 night.

Phone WH 84278 after 7 pin.

Fog BALE
1141,14:
steering, $1850 or trade for sports
ear. CY 7-1766. 440 p.m.
pUtter, 2 wdS.,
1V’).rjj’jiriaae, VS.

tea. Mow a Willissalso Tobooro

matched & registered. Bag & dart.
Compl. $75. Contact Agnes Creech,
La. he, Studied Attars ornco.

"A big company works for me
JOHN D. EVANS,
"I began working on a training program for General
Electric in the summer of ’52. Right now, I’m ’Employee and Plant Community Relations Manager’ of
my company’s new plant in Burlington, Iowa. One of
the advantagesrfound in working for a big company,
such as General Electric is that, because of its size,
it is able to rile me, and other college-graduate employees like me, a wide variety of training and experience in any one of. 159 plants all over the country.
Through an extensive on-the-job training program,
it is providing me with the opportunity to become
one of the top men in my field, and I know that as
leas eel apply myself to each job, I’ll keep moving up.
The way I look at It. General Electric ie helping me
help myself. That’s why I say I’m working for a big
eqmpany, but a big company worts for me, too."

I/

University of Pennsylvania, 1952

size. 27-year-old John Evans is just one example of
the thousands of college graduates at General Electric,
each being given the opportunity for self-development
so that he may grow and realize hie fult.potential.
As our nation’s economy cinitKitinfiexpand in the
years ahead, thousands of young people of leadership
caliber will be needed to fill new positions of responsibility in American industry. General Electric feels
’that by assisting young people like John Eva& in it
planned program of personal growth, we have found
one way of meeting this need.
A Manager of Employee and Plant Community Relations at
fernerol Electric holds a responsible position: he handles employee benefits, health and setety, training, wage and salary
administration, and community relations.

Aoress IsOur Most impoe9n, N44
This Wide framework of opportunity is a unique
characteristic of a company, of Generalkettle’s
C
s

4
i

GENERAL." ELECT_R1C
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Stroud, Rithine Score TKO Wins,ThSparta nspARTANS.p. o rpt..--.s,

Julian, Tafoya, Cisneros Defeated
In Opening Round Split Decisions

- Show Slate -

Three Spartans, Bob Tafoya.
Pete Cisneros and Al Julian, were
preliminary session casualties. The
trio each bolt by the split decision
route.

SZAIWATC)Q;ZAI
uniscis 5
(.
3 0 7

The show that cannot
be shown in San Jose.
Adults

LOUIS Oa

Idaho State forged ahead as
expected in the team race with
three first round ’wins and twosemi-final verdicts. The powerful
and highly favored Bengals have
nine points: San Jose has two.
Nick Akana, San Jose’s PC1
champion, drew a bye last night.
For the losing Spartans it was
simply a case of not enough judges
like Frank Carter. In each losing
San Jose effort, Carter cast his
vote for the local scrapper.

woc mmmmmm

AtenoAt FARM
toLore on TISCHNICOLOIR
Based err
&Miami fiest-Aardr

GmowsORWF./.1.’S

Stroud will meet Bob Ericson of
Sacramento State tonight. Ericson was defeated by Ron Rail of
Idaho State in the PCI’s, but he
looked good while taking the loss.
He could give San Jose’s perpetual motion man a real struggle.

SlfifirPed of all Fiction-lewd Lles1

"THE TRUE STORY OP
JESSE JAMES"
.111 Hunter

plus

Stu Rubine belted out Bob Marshall of Wisconsin to become San

"WOMEN OP PITCAIRN IS."

STUDIO
Doan
Afoitin

- Welter
,Slezak_

,

AnnraMarie Albarohetfr
;s
"TEN THOUSAND
Plus

"STORM

Davis
CENTER"

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
Marlow
Brenda

Mchilo
KM
ln

Glenn
Ford

-TEA 149101 Of THE
AUGUST NOON"
Ow
"DAKOTA INCIDENT"
Linda Darnell Dale Robertson

CIYM HI ii
CV,

7 -

0 rlfs 0

"PRIVATE PROGRESS"
Conwdy sines
-Grinevirsvit." You’ll laugh horn the
first searn and new, stop! Added
Th

Funnist

(fritish

"GODS Of THE ROAD" phis
"LAIC OP THE MILE"

RANCHO

EL

Charleston Heston In

Anne Ilaarar

"THREE VIOLENT PEOPLE"
Pb.’

"MEN IN WAR"
Robert Iwo

Aide Ade

MAYFAIR
NOW AT REGULAR PRICES! MARLON BRAND
GLENN FORD

"TEA HOUSE OF THE
AUGUST MOON"
Plus --

"THREE BRAVE MEN"

delivered to
your home
fresh, p;p;ng hot
trorn portable ovens

PIZZA
at its very best!
CHOOSE FROM

10

delicious

styles
also

deliverd:

Spaghetti
Lasagna All Styles
Gnocchi
Ravioli
Delivery Hours:

The Spartan golf club takes on
COP and Santa Clara in a triangular match at ,the San Jose
Country Club today.
Ed Duino Jr., Jim Clark, Jack
Cummings, Ross Carley, Ernie
George, and Ray Waterman will be
carrying the load for the locals.
In the 21%-1% triumph over Cal
Tuesday, Carley’s 70 was the best
individual Spartan performance.
AL JULIAN
Cummings and Clark fired 72s.
. . . Last Bout
The Spartans. (angle with Sin
Francisco State In the City Tues- ada’s Sam Macias. Close all the
way, Macias just did eke out the
day.
win.
Michigan State’s Harvey Lancour reversed an earlier decision
to Pete Cisneros in their 123 lb.
Wrestlers interested in entering affair.
the.-intramural. wrestling tourney
In tonight’s semi-finals, the
are urged to pick up entry forms three remaining Spartans rate as
In the main office of the men’s favorites. Only Akana, however,
P.E. Building. Weigh -ins will be Is expected to be favored for Satfrom 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. Monday.
urday’s finals slate.

Wrestling Meet

ATO Tops DU, 57
For Frat League Lead
Alpha Tau Omega trounced
Delta Upsilon by a 57-42 score to
claim first place in the Intramural
Fraternity League with only one
more game to be played, and also
posted basketball win No. 23 over
three years, in the Spartan Gym
last night.
The well-rounded roring of
ATO with Shelly Detrick hitting
for 16, Pat Francisco scoring 15,
Bob Chrisco racking up 13 more.
and Keith Antes tallying 11, over
shadowed DC’s tall man, Jim
Smith.
Smith came through for 19
points for high scoring honors, but
couldn’t match ATO’s "big four."
DU teammate to Simth, John
Wagner, scored 12 to assist In the
losing cause.
had 8-0 win -loss
DU and
records going Into the conflict, but
now If ATO trumps Theta Xi
15-4) next Tuesday in the final
round of the round robin, it will
hold the round robin title.
However, the Fraternity League
champ will not be decided until
the playoffs of the top four Greek
teams next Wednesday and Thuriday night.
Hence, DU and ATO conceivably

ATO

5 P.M. to 1 A.M.

could meet again for the championship of the Fraternity League and
after that ---on next Friday night
contest the Independent League
king for the "grand" Intramural
League championship.
Last year, ATO copped all honors.
The first three places in the
Fraternity League have already
been determined - ATO, DU, and
Sigma Chi (7-2). Depending on
Tuesday’s results, there could be
a four-way tie for fourth place.
which would mean playoffs for
the fourth position.
Other scores last night.: Delta
Sigma Phi crushed Kappa Alpha,
62-32; Theta Xi tripped up Sigma
Nu, 37-32: Sigma Alpha Epsilon
tipped Kappa Tau, 45-41; and Phi
Sigmal(appa turned back Lambda
Chi Alpha, 36-24. Sigma Chi was
idle,
Fraternity League standings:
TEAM
Alpha T.
Ormg
Upplon
Delta
tionse Chi
Theta Xi
Delta Sion,. PSI
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Siorna Nu
Kappa Alpha
PM Sigma Kenna
Kappa Tee
Lambda CAI Alibi
- -

W
0
1
4

4

1

II

7

Deily

CALL
CY 4-2558
OPEN 24 HOUKS A DAY

E

HOLLAND

E. Saida Clara at 124.

Patronize Our Advertisers I
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.By RANDEE K. l’OE
Hoping to burst the Spartan’s
track bubble erica before it expands, the San Francisco Olympic
Club goes after San Jose State
at 1:30 p.m. tomorrow at Spartan
Field. The Santa Clara Youth
Center also has entered the meet,
although you probAbly won’t be
able to tell it from the seo,reboard.
The Youth CAnter should be
potent In the higitaimp, hosieYei.
They’ll haye Olympic ace Vera
Wilson (II ft. 71/2 in. this year)
and Herm Wyatt (6 ft, hlis
primed for airborne activity. The
Of’ features Ernie Shelton,
former 1.11CAA champ (8 ft.
in.) and Notre Dame’s Bernie
Allard (8 ft. 511/a
All meet records except the
halfmile will be endangered tomorro.W.,
Rapid Ray Norton might decide.
to declare war on the 100-dash
mark 1:9.7). He has hit :9.7 and
:9.4 this season. The furlrg record
is :21.2. It must be evident by now
that Norton peeled off a :20.3
clocking in the 220 last week.
Nortpn’s primary competition
Will not be the record book. lie
must defeat the OC’s Bumper
Watson, former Florida flash, and
Keith Brownsberger, ex-Stanford
dash dandy. .
Spartan Walt Bittnett established the 440 meet record at :49.5
in 1952. It elan could go up in

g;ne 1ii
Soto
&
Floral Artists
98 E. Santa Clara St.
CY 5-4934

FREE

or CY 5-4935

DELIVERY WITHIN CITY

"flowers could never Offend"

Ron Roe and Larry Peterson, a
pair of Spartan hurlers who have
seen linnted action, will take the
hill today when the locals travel
to Stockton for acioubleheader
with College of Pacific.
Peterson garnered a win in his
only start of the year, while Roe
was charged with the loss in the
opening game 9f the season against
Fresno Slate in his solo effort.
He has not started since. Peter-

Bungalow Fountain
Open 7 Days Week
Drookfost Leach6:30 A.M. 410 P.M.
Corner 5th 4 Willis’s%

smoke, with tWo ex -Occidental chief hopes.
spikers, Ed Shinn and Vince GdliThe meet ruble record, set by
land, the most probable firebugs OCs Walt Boehm 14:18.01 in 1953.
might not be worth the paper it
is written upon tomorrow night
Former Indiana and Big Ten
champ Lowell Zellers has trotted’
the -’hide in 4:08.1. He’ll compete
tomortoy. and will challenge the
Spartans’ Wes Bond in the strenuous two-mile. Bond’s 9:28.4 effort whipped Stanford’s Maury’
Graivhete (Inasympt
ic Club will parade
three premier javelin tossers.
Former Kansas ace Les PlIttner,
who has a best hurl of 248 ft.
1 In., combines with tvio es Stanford competitors. Leo Long
and John Rugg’, In an effort to
run away with this event. Long
has recorded -246 ft. heave:
Blume once hit the 2E6 ft. mark.
San Jose State relies upon
Chuck Polizzi, who hit his all-time
best at 202 ft. last week.
It is hoped that Spartan Clint
Redus will swing back Into top
TWO-MILER BOND Spartan
Wes Bond tangles with former form this ’week after being topped
Indiana and midwest champ by the Indians’ Chuck Cobb last
Lowell Zellers in tomorrow’s Saturday. Potentially. RedusIi
triangular meet at Spartan one of the state’s smoothest timField, Little Bond scampered to ber-toppers.
a 9:28.4 clocking last week
Chuck Hightower, the Youth
against Stanford.
Center’s George Mattos, and San
Gilliland. running second fiddle to Francisco’s Red Barnes battle it
the touted Shinn, has recorded a out in the pole vault. Each man
:48.1.
has soared 14 -feet this season.
Paul Valerie (:49.5) and Ron
An added Youth Center entry in
Giardina 4:49.7) are the Spartans’ the sprints is Len Notes, a service champ currently at Oakland
J.C.

Green Hurlers Take
Hill In S

oilers Meet
-Tigers, Broncs

BEDROOMS"
Betty

Jose’s third man on tonight’s
semi-final card. He also meets a
Sacto State better, Jim Flood.
Rubine decisioned Flood In the
PC’s.
Journeyman ringster Bill Haynes, 147 lbs., of Idaho State dealt
Al Julian a narrow whipping to
roll down the curtain on Julian’s
collegiate boxing career. Sportsman Al never could get started
against Haynes, though the Bengal
had similar trouble.
Bob Tafoya, 119 lbs., lost his
third straight contest with Nev-

Welvin Stroud, 139 lbs., came on
with his locally famous third round
rush to smash Washington State’s
Bill Maloney ifitO a state of helplessness, forcing the referee to
halt the bout.

NOW PLATING

Robt. Wegner

Welvin Stroud and Stu Rubine
fought their way to wins in the
opening round of the NCAA boxing championships in Pocatello,
Idaho, yesterday.

Uadar New Management

Trackmen Battle SCYC,
Strong S.F. Olympic Club

eon . has an earned, run mark- of
4.49: Roe’s is 3.93.
The Spartans will be after their
11th and possibly their 12th win
of the season today.
Coach Ed Sobczak’s diamonders

A&M Auto Repair
Gamma, Auto Naftali.
Hyd,....i Specialty
Student Rates

5-4247
Sas Jo

CY

ISE E. Sin Salvador

Fat the Dance..,
A lovely
Corsage
from

BAKMAS
10th

HOUSE OF FLOWERS
& Santa Clara CY 2-0462

ROLLERLAND
1060 THE ALAMEDA

MATURING SPECIAL
RATES TO COLLEGE
GROUPS

Giant Permed File
$415
B

5*,

Swimmers Face
Pacific, JC Foes
Both varsity a n d freshmen
Swimming teams will compete in
Stockton today against College of
the Pacific and Siockton" Junior
College in a double dual meet at
2:30 p.m.
Coach Tommy I t’Nelll will send
his Spartan varsity aces against
COPS strong squad and the Spartababes will find their opponents
_in the junior _coilege_swlmthers.._
Swift Art Lambert, the Spartan
splinter, will again attempt to
lower his :53 7 SJS record in the
100 yard freestyle event. Lambert
also will compete in the relays.
Heading the Frosh is Bill Augenstein, who continues to place in
his specialty, the 200 yard freestyle.

Racquetm en Meet
Sacramento State
Varsity tennismen will test the
skirl of Sacramento State College
today in the Capitol city as top
netters Kent Clunie and Marty
HAlfhill are picked to lead the
Spartans.
Coach Butch Krikorian also will
Play his other varsity stalwarts,
Hal Smith. Rod Barrette, Don
Anger and Sam Waggoner in the
dual meet today.

105101121/2
No more hunting through
desk drawers for your records. This personal file is
sturdily constructed’ of
steel. Hot lock, key, a n d
carrying handle.

_

Curtis Lindsay Inc.
I

HARRY HALEY
... Third

Books Stationery Office Supplies
77 SO. 1ST
CY 2-4161

Sacker

return to Municipal Stadium tomorrow when they meet California. Hurling ace Hal Kolstad,
with five wins against no defeats,
Is the likely San Jose starter.
The Bears. heavy favorites to
win the California Inter-collegiate
Baseball Association title,- are
probably the most formidable foe
to appear in the local ball park
this year.
Game time for the Rear tilt is
2:30 p.m. It should be worth
watching.

Building To Open
The Tri-C Club will open its
recreation building at 3rd and
San Antonio streets Monday. The
building will he open daily from
VIES FOR
11 lint to 2 p.m. Lunches will
DISCRIMINATING SMOKER
PEIElsON
be served and pingpong and other
ATWOOD .
SARONG.
games will be available. All SJS
SASRNI
DONIXIA,
COMOY
students are welcome.
00:0141.sele#V,AVAIROVAGS.V.444114:66110160:4041,404103401.1Veirficeee

7j.
MAUER’S CAFETERIA
See and Bay What You Like
We Specialize
-,OPEN
In iiomemede
7 DAYS A WEEK
Desserts
1.00 to tA10
t1a to 8:00 p.m.
175 SOUTH HIST as. ACROSS FROM TitESS

Complete Dinners
Just

File box

set of file folders. Suitebiii
for home and office WO.
Partitioned for extra con se 00(0.

NEW
SHIPMENTS

--:::--,
411166.

This Week at

Mosher’s
SPORTSIIIRTS
Ivy League Styling
_from :395
BATHING SUITS
5495
S-T-R-E-T7C-H BELTS $25
REPP of New Patterns
’25
froal

Hundreds

REDUCED TO COST and BELOW
DRESS SHIRTSVan Heusen
DENIMS
Blue, Charcoal, Oatmeal
Hurry Sites are limited!

moier’s for men
121 S. 4th ST. (Down the Alley)

-

to.
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Assembly Comnaittees
Clear Education Bills

Capital Punishment Decision
Awaited by 22 in Death Row
year moratorium on capital punisiunent.
Even lithe legislature does enact McMillan’s proposal this year
and the prospects for passage
are ’not particularly ’bright -chances are at least four death
row tenants will never live to
enjoy the benefits of the bill.
Four men, all murderers, face
execution in the gas chamber by
the end of May. Een if the Mc-

- (UP) SACRAMENTO
Twenty-two mea have a IOe or
death stake in one Mil pending
before the state lisgislaturg.
The 22 are the inmates of Sas
Quietist’s death twee The bill is
Assemblyman Lester A. McMillan’s proposat. to declare a six-

Try
*These ,
Specials

PLACEMENT CORNER

Pan Ready
Fresh

Placement interviews will continue Monday and Tuesday in the
Placement Office. Room 100.
Interviews to be held Monday
are: ‘
Citizens National Trust and
Savings Bank, Los Angeles, from
9:20 cm. to 4:20 p.m. for candidates for a business training program.
U. S. Naval Ordhance Laboratories. China Lake; for business
administration, accounting, puhlic
relations, political science. PO’
chology. physical science, mathematics. chemistry and engineering majors for both summer and
permanent positions.
Vallejo Camp Fire Girls, from
1.20-4.40 p.m. for camp directors. specialized unit directors.
waterfront directors and assistants, and platform counselors.
Interviews to be held Tuesday
are:
The Emporium, San Francisco,
from 910 am. to 4:30 p.m. for
candidates for a merchandising
training program. This organisation will also hold inter-ors.
L.*t the same time.
’Arthur Young and Co., (CPA)
San Farncisco. from 9:20 a.m. to
4:40 p.m. for accounting and busi-

43c lb.

Fryers .

3 ibs.

Beef

$1.00
35c L.

Ground
Canned

Picnic ... 43/4 lb. $2.69

STATE
MEAT
MARKET
150 E. SANTA CLARA
CY 2-7726

Classified
FOR RENT
Duchess Ball has vacancies for
rm: & bd. 2 blks. from SJS. 106 N.
5th. CY 3-2216. Summer Sen. nn.
and kitch. privileges.
MSG ler Awe& .linen. kitda. priv.
625 zs. e. 633 S. 5th St.
WANTED
WEI de typteg ha ray home. Rees.
rate. CY 24143. 1884 Arbar Ave.
Tatieriag and alkeratiosa and sew-’
ii
of all Mods. Maddie Sauer,
885 No. 17th St.
Need Mosey? 112 yr. old Co. has
openings for men & coeds pt. time.
flex. hrs. $60-80 per wk. poss. AX
6-9442 bet. 44 p.m.
Meas. tram Pala Was. off Toyon
Ave.A19/r 7:30 ’ITH BM.
$-

USED BIKES
ENGLISH LIGHTWEIGHTS
solve your pooling problems

llogge,La’rareke demo. BLOB week.

CY 2-2876.
FOE SALE
Metric coffee maker. 6-cup Automatic, nev. used. CY 3-3207.
Stella Racks’s skis,
Like sew. Cost $100. sell $40 cash.
CY 3-9657. Dick Larsen.
Ceeek, modern, makes-dbl. bed,
Ext. cond., $35. Aft. 5, Housetrailer, Reed’s Hillview Air Port.
’54 Austin Sealy. CY:C. cond. 367
So. 10th St. Afternoons.
usAsswisunle
CREAMER. Complete kit ready to
install $100.00. CY 4-4144.

Stanford. Award
Given to ’56 Grad

MEETINGS

GOLDEN

1-

WEST

DRY CLEANERS
and

BACHELOR SERVICE
LAUNDRY
FAST SERVICE
Out at 5
In at 9
25 S. 3rd
Open 7:30-6. Sat 7:30-1

1446t,

Air Fraternity
Hosts Officials

Laboratory.
The "Air Fair." scheduled for
May 4. will be aimed at interest,.
Mg visiting youngsters in the field
Of aviation. Miller said. The Aeronautics Department will have a
Open house along with displays
by the Air Force. Marine Corps,
Navy, and Civil Air Patrol. Also,
two jet aircraft will be on display.

WALL -STREETER’S
NEW! SENSATIONALLSKAI

BOOT

STOKE’S
LEADING TAMALE
PARLOR
FEATURING. SPANISH
FOOD TO TAKE HOME
CT 4:91156
113 N. HUT

Special
Ton Coq

Spring Earrings

$1.00
iflcf
earthy

You’ll find a

reef

assortment

of WALL STREETERS
FOOT PAL SHOES at
HEROLDS eiciusively

With accent
on youth, this increasingly

popular gored boot is a mutt
in every young man’s wardrobe.

Club Revokes
ice Land ’Trip

OA

....S7h

op

12 W. Son Antonio St.
Monflomory Hata! Ilda

CY 2.3923

Indian To Deliver
Film-strip Lecture
Dr. Elhaskara -111se1 former instructor of Oriental studies at the
University of Iowa, will deliver
a film -strip lecture "Answer For
Asia." today at 11:30 am. in
Room 13.
During the same hour. Dr.
Ralph Bunche, of the United Nations, will be featured in a sound film entitled, "Their Future is
Our Future."
Dr. Rao has traveled widely in
India. He studied political science
and English literature at the University of Mysore and the University of Nagpiir, India.
----

COMMITTEE MARES
BUDGET APPROVAL
SACRAMENTO - (UP) -- The
Senate Finance Committee today
reversed its sulic-ommittee and
alfproved a budget,J,te-m. of $551,560 for a health and infirmary
building at California State Polytechnic College.
The subcommittee had opposed
inclusion of hospital beds in ,the
structure. Approval of the infirmary facilities sets a new Senate
policy for the state to provide
hospital beds at State Colleges,
senators said.
COMMITTEE REMOVES
APPROPRIATION
SACRAMENTO- .(p) -- The
Senate Finance Committee today
removed from the State budget
$2,413,754 for construction of a
classroom -office building of the
University of California, Los Angeles.
Committee members said plans
were too incomplete to authorize
the expenditure during the 1957- ,
58 fiscal year.

546 S. 2nd St.

Group To Discuss_

Trinity
Episcopel Church

Quolyn Lyons. Danforth graduate student, will lead the Presbyterian Student Fellowship in a
dIaletusion of -Student Responsibility on Campus" Sunday eve-

ning.
The distausion will follow a 6
o’clock diruier at the McCurdy
Youth Captor, 16 ’Ti. -3rd St. AB
Interested students are invited.
Open at I P.M. ’
A "Poronaillr

PiTtil With

HOUSE of PIZZA
DELICIOUS GOODIES

395 Almaden Ave. CY 7.9908
Neer file Oafs Auditorium

el NORTH MOND STRUT
SUNDAY SIRVICSIS rr. APRIL,
SOO A.M. Hely Comassios,
970 A.M. Family &mks.
II.00 A.M. Holy Commenioe end sermon
Sy i.e. W.
Special service In leaf each
Wednesday at LIS sod iI,iI A.M.

STATE COLLEGE
MARKET
Fine Meets and Groceries
Reesonable Priem
Open Nights ’Ill 10 P.M.
Corner ef eft & Sea Caries

JUDY’S CHEERFUL
LITTLE EARFUL
NEED AN’ EXCUSE FOR A
PARTY? Here’. a good one. On
hand st COAST Is ther-ItInd of
music you’ll want to eaten to
all the squares upstairs start
pounding on the ceiling Cm
speaking of the new Nelson
Riddle album "HEYLET
YOURSELF GO" and that favorite of the Perry Como Show
and the Glass Bucket In the
West ladles (at $S, a week)
LORD FLEA capering with
. .
"SWINGING CALYPSO"
"SOLO SESSION" is a new release, again showing that t he
4 Freshmen versatile possibilities are limitless. With the imagination of Pete ’Week, and
orchestra. Ken Errair (of 4
Freshmen) sets a wonderful
mood and style with his voice
and trumpet. . . the JACKIE
GLEAPiON-BOBBY HACIUCTT
combination la owe again hack
on the musical Beene with
’MUSIC FOR THE ’LOVE
HOURS" . . . one of our own
SJS alumnus, CARMEN DRAGON conducting the HOLLYWOOD BOWL sYM., has released a new album in his series, "CHOPIN BY ST A It LIGHT" (a credit and bow to
those wonderful profs of o u r
,music departrrwnt!). DON’T
FORGET, COAST RADIO, 266
So. 1st is THE place to come
:ant in music.
for what yo
By JU Y WALDNER.

Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.

Teaching Positions Open
In San Jose Unified School District
Applications for elementary teaching postions (grades
kindergarten 6) in the San Jose Unified School District are now being received. A regular general California elementary teaching credential is required. Please
communicate with Curtis Davis, Assistant Superintendent,
408 Almaden Avenue. CY 3.5303,

Wesley Foundation
Tjpe Uefiadist _shuisid_aseter_k Sea Jew
24 N. fiRTH STREET
CT 44264

CORDIALLY INVITES YOU TO
PARTICIPATE IN ITS’SUNDAY ACTIVITIES
930 A.M. Kiofrenia Klass, lesi.isst_11r, elerola Cra;s.
6.00 P.M. Snack Supper in Wesley Hee 35o No
reservations iseoessary.
7.00 P.M. "Chastise Art sad Arch/facture," An illustrated tall by Or. Richard Jamey of San
Jos* College.
Director: Dia Ingraham, I.D.

BETHEL CHURCH
"ASEMILY OF GOD"
224 MERIDIAN ROAD

Musk President

Dr. John Kendall, president of
the American Music Council, will
give two seminars in the Music
Department on Tuesday, April 9
Dr. ’Kendall will discuss the history and the -making of keyboard
instruments at the 9:30 a.m.
Musicianship Lab, and et the 11:30
a.m. Survey of Music Literature
Class. Both seminars will be held
In the, Concert Hall of the Music

f
greatest Lunch
Dines,
BANQUETS A SPICIALTY
PRIVATE PARTY ROOMS
CY 3.1512 On Sayeiwore N. of Julian

AIRCHIE’S
STEAK HOU!ail

Next club meeting Is Tuesday at
7:30 p.m. in ROQT S112 of the
Scienee Building.

To Give Seminars

Oirr Of Thls World Rest

Ways and Means Cothwittee.
A section establishing a college
in the same area is also part of
an omnibus measure now before
the senate.
Paul Crahb, superintendent of
schools in Vallejo, told the committee that his area has the largest population of any in the
state "that does not have a state
college."
The author of the bill, Assemblyman Samuel R. Geddes (1)-Naps)
said the gehool would educate up
to 18,000 students a year. .

International Day To Feature
FOod, Music Festival, Dance

9461.

z

SACRAMENTO--(UP)--A bill
apportioning $30 million for junior
college building programs has
Milian bill gets through both
cleared its first legislative hurdle.
houses and is signed by Gov.
The Assembly Education ComGoodwin J. Knight. it will not
mittee approved the bill last night
Sept.
It.
take effect until
and sent it on to the Ways and
Means Committee,
But for Caryl Chessman, a 36The measure, authored by Asyear-old rapist, kidnaper and sex
semblyman Sheridan N. Hegafiend, passage of the McMillan
land ID -La Mesa), would provide
bill would be the crowning
money for financial assistance
achievement in his eight -year batboth to existing junior college disile to stay out of the gas chamtricts and to new districts.
ber.
Dr. Frank B. Wright of the
Department of Education told the
BARBARA WILLIAMS
Committee junior colleges were
. . . Grad Awarded Tuition educating college freshmen and
sophomores, thus taking some of
the pressure off the. State Colness administration majors.
legesMann County Camp Fire Girls,
Under the provisions of the bill.
San Rafael. from 1:20-4:20 p.m.
the State would pay 25 per cent
for women students for camp
of the cost of junior college concounseling.
Barbara .Williams. a 1956 SJS struction with
the rest coming
graduate.
as been granted a from the local districts.
TEACHER PLACEMENT
Schools accepting applications double award of a full tuition
for elementary positions are:
scholarship and a research assis- COLLEGE BILL.
Lake Tahoe Unified School tantship in graduate economics BEFORE SOLONS
SACRAMENTO -- (UP) AnDistrict; Bayshore School District, by Stanford University.
Mrs..eeltlliarns, who was grad- other state college bill was on its
San Francisco; Tehachapi Union
Elementary School District; Dix- uated with a B.A. degree in social way through the legislature toon Unified School District; At- science, received these awards day following approval by an aswater Elementary School District; without doing graduate work, sembly committee.
The measure, which would esJefferson Elementary School Dis- which is often regtered.
Mrs. Williams. formerly Barb- tablish a college in the Napatrict, Daly City; Fontana Unified
School District; Yolo County ara Anderson, headed SJS’s stu- Solano County area, was approved
Schools, Woodland; and Riverside dent delegation to the Model Uni- by the Assembly Education Comted Nations held at Oregon state mittee last nightand sent to the
City Schools.
Schools accepting applications College last year, and was presi
dent of the International Relations
for secondary positions are:
Club during her senior year.
Washington Union School DisShe was an assistant in econtrict, West Sacramento, all fields:
omics at SJS and instructed in
Tehachapi Valley Union High
the introductory economics courses
School, girls’ physical education
during the semester following her
International Service Organizaand business; Dixon Unified School
graduation.
tion will meet at the Theta XI
District, mathematics and social
house, 135 S. 10th St., tonight at
studies; Ventura Union High
8 o’clock. There will be dancing.
School, all fields except business;
Alpha Phi sorority girls Will also
Committee Asks
..akdale Joint Union High School,
attend.
spanis
WASHINGTQW- ( UP
’ 11---fraW-11Welest Orgaahramusic an ’boys’ physical educa- ate aubconunittee- ordered the
tioa Will meet today from 12:30
tion; Arnador County High School, State Department today to find
to 2:30 p.m. In ROMs SD126. Dr.
Sutter Creek, one music teacher; out if a "William Worthy" who
Bhaskara Roo will be guest
pleaded
guilty
to
a
draft
violation
Yale County Schools, Woodland,
speaker.. There will also be a
now
in 1944 is the same mans
all fields; Itiverilde City Schools,
movie on the United -Natio= a reporter for the -Baltimore ArroLatter Day Sands Institute et
all fields; and San Bernardino American, whose passport the deCity Schools, all secondary and partment has tentatively refused Religion will meet this evening at
6:30 o’clock at the Institute.
to renew.
elementary fields.
Douglas Hardy, assistant -professor of sociology, will be guest
speaker. There will be a weiner
roast and social at Alum- Rock
Spartan Orlocel will meet tomorrow evening at -7:30 o’clock at
The complete program of later- I will feature foods from, Hawaii, Kagura Hall. Service project socnational Day, which will be held Spain, Japan, and other countries. ial members are asked to bring
April 26 by the International Stu- StudeNLoit from the countries will scissors, cartoons, and periodicals.
dents Organization was annotinced Dell foat the Women’s Gym, Refreshments will be served.
yesterday by DIN Von Pririce. and the Library in addition to a
publicity chairman.
booth in the Quad. to ’
A European Film will be shown
Food Bars will be set up in the
Outer-Quad in the morning and in the Music Auditorium begins-Ili:1g at 1:10:
In the evening, the ISO will
present an international music fesToday’s Ski Club skating trip
tival and dance.
to Berkeley Ice Land has been
Traditional costumes will be cancelled due to lack of sign-ups,
The upcoming "Air Fair" will worn by the students taking part it was announced yesterday. Rethe funds for those.
who paid fees
be explained by members of the In the show. Featured in
dancing are available
Alpha Eta Rho, aeronautics fra- event will be a Hawaiian
in the Student Busimen’s ness
Office, Room 16.
trenity, this evening to represen- and singing act, a German
band,
Wally Juchert was elected prestatives of 35 adult organizations. choir, a nine piece Japanese
Indon- ident of the Ski Club
dances,
and
Songs
at last Tuesaccording to Jerry Miller, fraesian dance, Indian and Persian day’s ’meeting. He replaces Dick
ternity president.
from Alcock.
dance
a
stick
and
songs,
The representatives, ranging
Other officers elected at the
from U. S. Air’ Force officers to Guam.
An Hawaiian combo will play meeting were, Nancy Harris, vice
local civic and educational of- ,
at thie Women’s Gym president; Pat Shannon, secretary;
ficiala, have been invited to a for a dance,
and lasting Dick Montgomery,
spaghetti dinner to be held at following the program
treasurer; and
Ron Wheeler, program chairman.
7:30 o’clock in the Aeronautics until 1 a.m.

HAVENLY FOODS

A CHURCH WITH YOUTH IN MIND
SERVICES:
.

SUNDAY SCHOOL ------ 9:30 A.M.
"11:00 A.M.
WORSHIP SERVICE
YOUTH ,MEETING_______._ 6:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
EVANGELISTIC SERVICE

BETHEL MEMORIES--8:30 A.M.SUNDAYKEEN-1470

THOMAS G. SUTTON

Pastor

FIRST BAPIIST CHURCH
TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS

2nd AND SAN AvroNio

SUNDAY SERVICES

II:00 MORNING WORSHIP
7.30 EVENING SERVICE
Dr, Clarence Sands Minister
’’A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday"
TRI-C
’"AGroup with YOU in mind"
EVERY SUNDAY
,
9 10 A.M. Leadarsh p Snminer
Spring (;)u.nter. "Sefroying thr. Old Testament"

Thera w;11 be no mooting Of Cant;ttbutV
this Sunday itvanao.
;nip

A group

te9100a1 Cntatbusy
Napa. CI,totniay

5Nond

confer/tau at

MN P.M. PMI djidoioe

"Satan Who Is Ha?"

stafilmie NOWAY, SLOG. Olin -2 PM.
THE PINK ,SUILDINS
3111 AND SAN ANTONTO
- Gamin - YOU All WILcomti
I.e./irony
_

